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Abstract

Kanimozhi is a Programming language in Tamil designed for writing Programs in Tamil language. The keywords for kanimozhi is observed from tamil language for writing programs. The existing Tamil Compilers available are using Unicode for Tamil language processing. Unicode Tamil has 31 code positions only out of 247 Tamil Characters. These 31 characters include 12 vowels, 18 Agra-uyirmey and one atom. Five Grantha Agra-uyirmey are also provided code space in Unicode Tamil. The other Tamil Characters have to be rendered using a separate software. Only 10% of the Tamil Characters provide code space in the Present Unicode Tamil. 90% of the Tamil Characters that are used in general text interchange donot provide the necessary code space. This problem was solved in TACE16 encoding. And TACE16 is efficient in terms of data storage application, sorting index structures and processing speed. Kanimozhi uses TACE16 unicode standards.

1. Introduction

TACE16 is a 16 bit character encoding technique where all Tamil characters can be represented through a single character. There is no specific Tamil Compiler available to fulfill all these necessities as of today. We have been enthroned to design a Tamil Compiler with unique codes for all the Tamil characters and to design a compiler for Tamil which will be used for executing Tamil programs. There are 5 phases in the Tamil Kanimozhi design. They are Lexical Analyzer, Syntax Analyzer, Semantic Analyzer, Code Generator and Optimizer. As a part of the Tamil compiler design, we have completed the design of the Lexical analyzer and achieved good results.

2. Existing attempts at Programming languages in Tamil

Many solutions were suggested earlier for Programming languages in Tamil. We will review two of the proposed solutions Swaram and Ezhil.
Swaram a static typed Tamil Programming language was introduced first for Tamil language in 2003. It has feature set related to C Programming language. Swaram allows mixed English and Tamil identifiers so that it can access external libraries in English. Keywords will be in tamil. Swaram is not publicly available, which severely limits language development, system use, community support and improvement.

Ezhil also a static typed Tamil Programming language was introduced in 2008. Ezhil incorporates most of the concepts from Swaram.

Both these Programmin Languages uses Unicode Tamil. Unicode Tamil is a 8 bit encoding which requires multiple code points for the most used characters. Some of the limitations of Unicode Tamil are storage size doubles, Security vulnerabilities, Ambiguous combinations (requires normalization) and Simple counting, sorting, searching inefficient.

3. TACE16 Encoding

Tamil All Character Encoding(TACE16) is a 16-bit unicode based character encoding scheme for Tamil language. TACE16 character encoding scheme not only overcomes all the issues with the present Unicode encoding standard for Tamil language which are mentioned above, but also provides additional advantage over major performance improvements in both processing time and processing space which are the major factors in affecting the efficient and speedy execution of any computer based program. It uses Tamil99 and Tamil Typewriter keyboard layouts, which are approved by Tamil Nadu Government, and maps the input keystrokes to its corresponding characters of TACE16 scheme.

The TACE16 has the code positions as given in table below:
The encoding is Universal since it encompasses all characters that are found in general Tamil text interchange. The encoding is very efficient to parse.

The characters can be processed by simple arithmetic operations.

It is very efficient to divide a vowel-consonant (UyirMei) character into its corresponding vowel and consonant. This is very efficient in terms of performance over large data.

Also it is very efficient to find whether a character is vowel or consonant or vowel-consonant (UyirMei) or numbers.

4. Kanimozhi – a Tamil Programming language

Kanimozhi a Tamil Programming language uses TACE16 16 bit encoding.

Kanimozhi program is completely written in Tamil language. All the keywords are represented in Tamil language. It uses all the existing operators in current programming languages. Some of the keywords and the equivalent tamil version are shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Keywords in Kanimozhi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If statement</td>
<td>அல்லாமல் சொல்</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ifthen else statement</td>
<td>அல்லாமல்...இல்லைசௌத்து சொல்</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goto statement</td>
<td>வாரம் சொல்</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For statement</td>
<td>வாரம் சொல்</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While statement</td>
<td>வாரம் சொல்</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The phase diagram of Kanimozhi is as follows:

![Phase Diagram of Kanimozhi](image)

i) **Scanner**

The Lexical Analyzer is the first phase of Kanimozhi. It begins the analysis of the source program by reading the input, character by character, and grouping characters into individual words and symbols (tokens). We have completed the design of Lexical Analyzer.

For example consider the following statement.

```plaintext
(a <= b) {
    c = c - 3;
}
```

When the above statement is passed to Lexical Analyzer, it splits the statement into tokens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEXEME</th>
<th>TOKEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEYWORD</td>
<td>சொக்கைமறைப்பிட்டியாகும்</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPAREN</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>ஆக்</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPARISON</td>
<td>&gt;=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>ஆக்</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ii) Parser

iii) Semantic analyzer

iv) Code Optimizer

v) Code Generator

Conclusion

Kanimozhi will be useful for most of people who are expert in Tamil and for rural tamil people but could not use Computers to the core because of the language gap. They need a Programming language to use the Computer in an easy and efficient way. The Research is to design and develop Kanimozhi as a full fledged Tamil Compiler for Tamil people intending to use Compiler efficiently. Our goal is to spread the computer functionalities to all the people who are not bound to English language which in turn will help to develop Tamil language.
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